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Chapter 4

Unlike the 1972 ABA Code, however, neither the 1990 nor the 2007 Code
place the "official duties" exception in a canon or rule pertaining solely
to the adjudicative responsibilities of a judge. Under the two most recent
Model Codes the "official duties" exception allows a judge to publically
comment on a pending or impending case while executing his or her
supervisory, record keeping, financial reporting, case management, and
other administrative duties. The Massachusetts Code of Judicial Conduct
removes any doubt by providing that a judge may explain court proce
dures and repeat what appears in the public record in the exercise of both
adjudicatory and administrative duties."273

4.3(f)(iii)(6). Responding to Allegations of Misconduct
The Minnesota Supreme Court was the first court to recognize a judge's
"qualified privilege" to present his side of the story in the face of pub
lic criticism. In In re Miera, the Minnesota Board on Judicial Standards
charged Judge Miera with engendering contempt and disrespect for the
judiciary by referring to other judges as "blood-thirsty hypocrites." 274 The
name-calling came in response to the efforts of Judge Miera' s colleagues
to remove him from the bench. Relying on the dissenting opinion in a
Florida case in which a group of judges sought to remove their presiding
judge, the Minnesota Supreme Court clothed Miera with a "'qualified
privilege' ... to publicly explain his side of the affair in moderate, unmali
cious, and unabusive language."275
Ten years later, the Missouri Supreme Court invoked the "qualified
privilege" doctrine to permit a judge to respond to public criticism for his
decision to release a suspect on bond.276 In defense of his ruling, the judge
discussed the underlying pending criminal charge and his plan to file a
contempt charge against the police chief who, despite the judge's order,
refused releasing the defendant from custody. The Missouri Supreme
Court extended the "qualified privilege" doctrine announced in In re
Miera to include comments concerning pending and impending matters
made in defense of a judge's decision.277
Developed from whole cloth, the "qualified privilege" doctrine lacks
an identifiable legal basis, is infrequently applied or even discussed, has
273. MASS. CODE OF JuoICIAL CONoucr R. 2.lO(D) & ant 6 (2016) (emphasis added).
274. In re Miera,426 N.W.2d 850,856 (Minn. 1988).
275. Id. at 857 (quoting In re Kelly,238 So. 2d 565, 575 (Fla. 1970) (Ervin,C.J., dissenting).
It should be noted that neither Judge Neither Mirera nor the Florida judge commented on a
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